
Memes ~: Education:: 
Social Networks ~: The Classroom:: 
Animated GIFs & Tweets ~: Lectures;
A proposal.
(~: = could be to)

We need a name for the new replicator, 
a noun that conveys the idea of a unit of cultural transmission, 

or a unit of imitation. 'Mimeme' comes from a suitable Greek root, 
but I want a monosyllable that sounds a bit like 'gene'. 

I hope my classicist friends will forgive me if I abbreviate mimeme 
to meme. If it is any consolation, it could alternatively be thought of 

as being related to 'memory', or to the French word meme. 
It should be pronounced to rhyme with 'cream'.

Richard Dawkins
(1976, p. 171)

I first stumbled upon the meme concept as an undergraduate student in the late 90's within the 

pages of Adbusters1, a canadian magazine that positions itself as a journal of the mental environment; it 

is a lush, ad-free, bi-monthly publication constructed entirely out of appropriated imagery and original 

articles that deal critically with current events in culture, art, media, politics, economics and the  

environment. In many ways, it is equal parts graphic design, visual art and journalism. During that 

period a recurrent theme in their issues was the idea of engaging in meme warfare in order to alter the 

prevalent consumerist culture engulfing our day to day; a type of media activism conducted through the 

dissemination of creative content meant to infiltrate the mainstream with countercultural arguments  

previously neglected. As a practicing video maker, I was intrigued by the idea of competing viewpoints 

being pitted against each other in a conceptual battlefield where they would enter a struggle for  

survival; it seemed like the perfect approach to take by a budding creator of audiovisual content that  

was looking for strategies to influence mainstream culture.

Further research into memes lead me to the work of Richard Dawkins, who first coined the term 

in his book The Selfish Gene (1976) quoted above. Although in its original intent the term did not refer 

in any way to media activism, instead it was intended to explain culture from an evolutionary 

standpoint by isolating specific units of cultural information that travel “longitudinally down 

1 http://www.adbusters.org/



generations, but they travel horizontally too, like viruses in an epidemic” (Blackmore, 1999, loc 50); I  

was extremely intrigued by the evolution and adaptability of the meme—as noun, concept and theory. 

So in 2004 when I began my career as an art professor in audiovisual theory and production I often 

incorporated the idea of memes into discussions and lectures dealing with visual culture and the 

constant tensions between the mainstream and the underground; however, I eventually abandoned it 

because the idea of memes seemed too abstract for most of my students and did not resonate quite as I 

had hoped with them.

A couple of years ago though, around 2009, the word meme began popping up in plenty of 

mainstream outlets only this time it had evolved again adopting internet as a prefix of sort. Checking 

into it I realized that internet memes referred mostly to popular digital content shared freely between 

users, and were otherwise known as viral content. At this point I realized that in a matter of a decade or 

so, and right before my eyes, the meme meme kept replicating itself, adopting new features and 

adapting to ever changing contexts in order to remain relevant. I also realized then that my new 

students were in fact familiar with the term but only in its internet embodiment with little or no interest 

in its earlier forms; this gave me a new chance to bring memetic theory into my classroom since now 

there were concrete examples within my students' conceptual grasp. 

As I continued to delve deeper into the contemporary ideas and reflections behind the practices 

associated with memes and their concrete, internet paradigms I began to understand them as potentially  

valuable instruments in my own educational procedures especially when I began to explore them in 

terms of specific contexts provided by forms like animated GIFs and social networks like Twitter. In 

this sense a few questions for potential research arose: 

• Could memes become educational tools themselves, not in—or as—theory but in practice?

• Could specific instances of internet memes—like animated GIFs—disseminated through 

social media—like Twitter—serve the purpose of lectures delivered in the classroom?



• Could educators embark in non-traditional education by examining and exploiting internet 

memes' inherent qualities as shared, duplicated, replicated and potentially viral content that  

does not require institutional validation?

• And perhaps most importantly: HOW can internet memes be harnessed as educational 

instruments?

There is of course a plethora of possible answers to the questions posed above, and most of the 

answers will likely yield even more and deeper questions, each potentially revealing one or more layers 

of relevance and implications for docent practices at large. One of the potentials in this line of research,  

and the one I am most interested in, is to establish a free-flowing stream of information shared that 

could very well translate into knowledge being extracted from and incorporated into everyday life. 

My interest in this type of information exchange stems mainly from the idea that “education 

enchains the mind and makes it a resource for class power” (Wark, 2004, loc. 176), which in turn 

responds to the notion of education having been turned into a scarce resource. Furthermore, according 

to Wark (2004) “education is not knowledge. Nor is it the necessary means to acquire knowledge. 

Knowledge may arise just as readily from everyday life” (loc. 204). It is precisely this potential for 

everyday life as a site and source for knowledge that I feel can be fulfilled in a unique way through the 

harnessing of memes as educational tools. After all, everyday life—the cultural environment shared by 

and within our communities—is where competing memes are either replicated with high fidelity or  

instead risk being forgotten and falling into the waste bin of everything we never heard of. 

Furthermore, by focusing on internet memes, not only is this potential present in everyday life, but also 

within a practice as ubiquitous as internet surfing.

The fact that knowledge—and education—can arise from a practice like internet surfing should 

come as no surprise to any educator that has assigned an independent research project in the last 10 to 

15 years; internet surfing IS research! And not only is it research as an assignment; in fact, conducting 

research on the internet seems to be the natural reaction for most users whenever they encounter 



something new; a new term, an unfamiliar argument, the newest yet-to-be-imported anime series. As 

Stryker (2011) proposes, whenever he sees something that he doesn't know “what it means, I follow an 

informal process for figuring it out. This likely will start with a Google search, followed by a few quick 

scans of Wikipedia entries... I might have to browse Encyclopedia Dramatica or Urban Dictionary... I 

may consult Google News or Technorati to see if there's been any recent web chatter. By the time I've 

fully explored the information, my browser is full of tabs” (locs. 276-294). In this context every tab in 

the browser signifies a potentially different point of view on the same source; competing 

deconstructions, argumentations and explications on burgeoning ideas, content, memes;  a new set of 

data for the researcher to triangulate and arrive at his or her own set of conclusions. 

It is this type of informal research that memes—internet memes in particular—can set off within 

each individual receiver/participant/user who can then go on to become a carrier/facilitator/generator of  

new memes replicated. In this sense the education imparted through internet memes can be associated 

more closely with suggested pathways of research for information/knowledge instead of the top-down 

processes traditionally associated with education within established institutions; the kind of institutions  

that Wark (2004) would accuse of enslavement through education. It is interesting to note that Wark 

also remarks that an alternative to traditional education exists within what he identifies as the hacker  

class. He says that “hackers desire knowledge, not education. The hacker comes into being through the 

pure liberty of knowledge in and of itself” (loc. 198), later adding that “the hack expresses knowledge 

in its virtuality, by producing new abstractions that do not necessarily fit the disciplinary regime that is  

managing and commodifying education” (loc. 209). 

The idea of producing new abstractions, new forms that abstract knowledge from everyday life, 

content in the form of internet memes that suggest pathways to knowledge, instead of imparting it and 

depositing it whole into empty vessels is what I have began to identify as hackeducation. It is easy to 

understand and see how in these terms, hackeducation would potentially engage students beyond the 

classroom and within the practices they already perform on a day to day basis. Furthermore, since the 



natural habitat of internet memes are the social networks—blogs, Twitter, Facebook, etc—that students  

already employ as socialization interfaces, therein lie great possibilities of turning education into  

relevant and informal endeavors that could compliment the more formal practices already in place. 

These are only some of the ways that the potential relevance of harnessing internet memes as 

educational instruments can be established. By fostering the idea of education as a free flow of shared 

information that suggests pathways of further research and engages students beyond the classroom, 

within activities that are already part of their day to day life, the potential significance of  

hackeducation is quite exciting, however a question on methodologies still remains. After all, just 

because internet memes can in fact be harnessed as educational instruments in significant and relevant  

ways doesn't mean that every internet meme will necessarily result in knowledge being shared, in fact 

most internet memes are often crude and quite pointless, so a very basic question of how to shape them 

into the desired signifier must be addressed. 

Methodologically speaking, this type of research will be conducted first as an introspective 

endeavor and then look for opportunities to conduct outreach exercises searching for measurable 

results. Firstly, the cornerstone will be set through the production of internet memes mainly in the form 

of animated GIFs that will be then disseminated through as many social network outlets as possible, 

with special emphasis on Twitter and blogs. The importance of utilizing online social networks lies on 

the context that they can potentially provide via the use of hashmarks, tags and comment threads. It is  

within these contexts that the memes can enter and alter ongoing conversations dealing with everything 

from art criticism to economic policy to social movements. This way I expect to further my own 

understanding on what is the content, what are the forms and what are the strategies better suited to 

advance the research at hand. I am also interested in finding ways to translate my practice as 

carrier/facilitator/generator of educational memes into a theoretical framework that deals with internet  

memes in general terms and more specifically with the cognitive potential of animated GIFs. In this  

sense the basic structure of hackeducation will be practice-based, may be not so much as an educator 



but definitely as a producer and disseminator of digital content.

In addition to the practice-based aspect of the research, a more reflective and introspective 

method is required in order to keep track of such subjective data as successful and unsuccessful memes. 

In this respect a detailed online journal will be kept to include not only reflections on why certain 

memes might've been more prosperous than others but also elaborate exploration and documentation of 

the process behind the production of each meme including the decision-making process that ultimately 

resulted in the form disseminated. 

• What was the thought process that initiated each meme? 

• What were the questions at hand to which each meme attempted to respond? 

• What and why was a specific meme inserted into specific ongoing conversations?

• What specific strategy was employed to enter certain ongoing conversations? Why?

These are some of the questions that the online journal will systematically address in an attempt 

to maintain another set of data that can later be triangulated with the theory spawned by the practice-

based methods described above. Additionally, I am also hopeful that the online journal might result in 

what I refer to as open-source research where every visitor will be free to take part and respond to the 

reflections, documentation and products published. The idea of open-source research is quite similar to 

previous endeavors like realtime and liquid books which present themselves as constantly evolving 

documents that can respond quickly to changing paradigms and abandoned regimes.

At this point, it is interesting to note that although the first two methods are apparently 

introspective by nature, they also have the potential to insert both the research and the researcher into a  

series of online communities that cannot be ignored when it comes to arriving at conclusions.In this 

sense I am also interested in conducting basic fieldwork research that could explore online 

communities, their interactions with the content and practices that result from the first two 

methodologies and with the researcher himself. I am also interested in looking into the idea of 



relational aesthetics and how, or whether, it could apply to online communities, since all content is  

mostly appreciated within the vacuum of each individual's computer screen, and not in a communal 

fashion as it traditionally is experienced. In this same sense I am also curious to find out how basic 

phenomenological ideas can deal with this kind of limited perception experiences as opposed to the 

full-body alternative so fiercely spoused by most phenomenology proponents.

Lastly, and staying within the community context, I would also look into obtaining yet another 

set of data from conducting action research in college classes. I am interested in finding out whether 

this type of informal docent practices can be taken into the fold of traditional settings without 

jeopardizing the basic tenants of free-flowing shared information and suggested pathways to 

knowledge.

• How can hackeducation be incorporated into traditional education?

• How do students respond to this proposal?

• Are students in fact engaged beyond the classroom and within their daily life?

• Can students actually follow through with research of their own as suggested by the internet 

memes they are given?

• Are students interested in producing educational internet memes of their own?

These are some of the questions that could be addressed by conducting action research within 

the setting of college classes. This method could also prove to be the only one that provides truly 

measurable data for me to triangulate and arrive at conclusions, since the previous three methods are 

entirely dependent on highly subjective practices more conductive to reflections and affectations than 

concrete measure units.

Once the research yields conclusions on how to harness internet memes as educational 

instruments, I plan to disseminate the results much in the same way as they were obtained. I am 

particularly interested in contributing to online journals like the Journal of Research Practice2 and 

2 http://jrp.icaap.org/index.php/jrp



Art&Education3 that have positioned themselves as peer-reviewed journals interested in disseminating 

non-traditional research proposals and practices. Additionally, online magazines like Guernica4 are also 

appealing to me since they can reach an entire different target market that may not be necessarily  

interested in scholarly work. 

Likewise, the conferences that I will be looking to attend and share my results in, straddle the 

line between scholarly and popular digital culture. Conferences like Mobility Shifts5 and the one held 

by the Southwest Texas Popular Culture and American Culture Association6 are good examples of the 

wide range of academic venues that this type of research could be featured in. Lastly, I would also like 

to be part of initiatives like gli.tc/h7 and Rhizome.org8  interested in diffusing innovative content and 

practices that present new paradigms in digital culture, art and theory.

Hopefully, the phase of reporting and disseminating results will be informed by a much clearer 

picture of what the idea of hackeducation looks like; and how exactly internet memes can be harnessed 

as education, social networks can be treated as classrooms and animated GIFs and Tweets can become 

entire lectures. This way, maybe education can avoid being accused as nothing more than mental 

enslavement by critics like Wark. 

3 http://www.artandeducation.net/
4 http://www.guernicamag.com/
5 http://mobilityshifts.org/about/
6 http://www.swtxpca.org/
7 http://gli.tc/h/
8 http://rhizome.org/
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